WHAT A RESEARCH PAPER SHOULD INCLUDE
A thesis statement is a main idea, a central point of your research paper. The arguments you provide in your paper
should be based on this cenral idea, that is .

So, do not use Wikipedia as a primary source for your research paper. Wikipedia As mentioned earlier in this
guide, you can use Wikipedia for introductory research. Each style has a different name for the list of sources
you attach at the end of your paper, different rules about headers and page numbers, etc. Take time to
understand exactly what you are being asked to write and how you will be graded on it. You should ask your
friends or family members to review your research paper and express their opinion about it. But now you have
an anchor. Note: William Strunk, Jr. Never provide a lengthy justification for your topic before it has been
explicitly stated. Work to understand all of the different viewpoints and schools of thought on your topic. You
have probably used a spell checker or Googled where to put a comma, but you may never have opened a style
guide. When thinking about outline and structure, see Step 6. In this step, you name your strengths and
weakness so you know exactly where you stand walking in. Note that there is nothing about originality in this
rubric. Step 6. Read Step 10 for a few last pieces of advice before you turn in your research paper. For
example, Bill Gates is a billionaire who founded Microsoft. Are you prepared to submit correctly?
Universities mandate that professors given students rubrics or some form of assessment guideline. Footnotes
or cited works are never listed in an abstract. But, for the information you use in your paper, you have to find
reliable resources. These are the items that must be included in the paper for you to get a good grade. If not,
what do you need to move around? Does your paper include everything the assignment asked for? Take a look
at the first section of the assignment sheet. Do you have a clear, arguable thesis statement? First off,
skimming. You will also need to include more information about the quote on a Works Cited or References
page. This skill will be a useful one to have, and you will be easily finding trustworthy, interesting sources in
no time. See Steps eight and nine for more information about proofreading and editing. Writing an Anchor
Sentence It might seem like a silly thing to do, but an anchor sentence is as vital as a thesis statement. Learn
how to identify key points and arguments without getting bogged down and reading every word. In this
tutorial you'll learn: Techniques to clearly understanding assignments and what professors want to see in your
writing Techniques for managing your time while you work on a long term research paper or short term
writing assignment Approaches to generating solid topic ideas that will make your paper interesting and
engaging Tips for crafting a strong thesis statement that can be sustained throughout the whole of a long
assignment Tips for crafting transitions between ideas, sentences and paragraphs Techniques for revising and
editing your paper before you hand it in So, are you ready to ace this paper of yours? Guide navigation for
mobile devices Customary Parts of an Education Research Paper There is no one right style or manner for
writing an education paper. Content aside, the writing style and presentation of papers in different educational
fields vary greatly. Explain the purpose of your paper and how you plan to approach the topic. Many
universities require freshmen students to live on campus for their first year, which keeps students out of
trouble, helps students get better grades, and increases their likelihood of staying in school. Expand all. Master
these and the paper will be a cinch. If using a word processor, create meaningful filenames that match your
outline codes for easy cut and paste as you type up your final paper, e.

